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Basic Truths:

As a glassworks design and engineering studio, we have an intimate knowledge of
different types of glass, how they will, or will not, work together and what types will be
best for different applications. For the Red Cloud pursuit, we have chosen a strong, clear
crystal glass that has beautiful refracting properties and a wide array of subtle colors
from which to choose to incorporate into the designs. All testing has begun using this
type of glass.
Our kilns have been running nearly 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We have had some
boring and some quite spectacular failures as we press into uncharted territory. The
Red Cloud project is a new and wonderful design, beautiful to be sure, but with quite a
number of challenges to be overcome. As engineers, we are delightfully working through
the array of new challenges, and know in the end, that the project will be something
breathtaking; the likes of which no one has ever seen.
Working with glass is an engineering school, in and of itself, each and every time. The
glass has a mind of it’s own. These things are simple enough when you look at them but
thinking into and discovering the physics to make the glass go where you want it to (and
not where it wants to go) is an incredibly unintuitive process.
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3/4” thick, clear with just a touch of
coloring and a bit of surface texture.
Too thin. Crack emerged during
testing.
Surface texture too subtle - won’t be
seen from any distance.
Cracks can be seen causing internal
reflection.
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Strength Testing:
Pylons must be able to endure wind, mild ground shaking, and people bumping into or
climbing upon them. The glass blocks must be sturdy enough to withstand these mild to
moderate disturbances without shifting, breaking, cracking or becoming displaced or unsteady.
Glass is incredibly strong and resilient but we do feel that some amount of additional strength
is warranted, over and above that of a standard 2” thick block. We have performed numerous
tests to determine how strong the glass blocks need to be and how best to strengthen them
without sacrificing the visual attributes (color, texture, clarity, etc). Due to their thickness,
these blocks are not able to be tempered. Our testing has determined, however, that our heat
strengthening technique will be sufficient to withstand normal natural conditions and also the
added human element (climbing on or bumping into them, etc.).
Our strengthening technique is a process of super-heating the previously cast glass and then
annealing it in a way that maintains the decoration, texture and clarity, but increases the glass
strength to be nearly the same as if it were tempered.

2” thick. Too many internal bubbles, coloring not
serendipitous enough.
Non-strengthened block dropped from 5 feet onto
pavement. Small, cleanly separated corner popped off
with few small pieces.
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3/4” thick, internal coloring very nice but additional thickness would
improve this effect.
Too thin, bubble amount good, coloring good, no surface texture.
Decided to curve this one after the initial inclusion test, just to see how it
would look, perhaps in another use.
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Environment Testing:

Conditions would include freezing and reheating as the nights and days go by. Glass blocks are
quite sturdy to these changes and we have completed accelerated bake/freeze tests to certify this in
blocks of this thickness and material. Coefficients of expansion in all incorporated materials is of
great importance. Tests continue on the “grout” to ensure that the seams between the glass will also
resist any changes due to temperature and exposure to ultraviolet rays. Liquid entrapment is the
major cause for structural failure in exterior sculptures in a freezing environment, as water turning
to ice has a very significant expansion rate which breaks down the surrounding structures over time.
The glass blocks are created to be completely solid with no hollows or crevices for liquid to enter. As
such, they will be completely resistant to this effect, as all molds will be created to inhibit any areas
that give the finished blocks places that water could seep into. Particular attention to the “grout” is
ongoing to ensure that the seams will remain completely sealed as well. The cap will be sealed onto
the top of the pylon, to inhibit any liquid from working it’s way into the tower interior, removing
the possibility of fogging, filling the cavity, seepage, damage to the electrical system, etc. Design
considerations on venting and draining in the unlikely event of a liquid penetration are ongoing.
The only section that is not under our full control and is of some concern is the rock to glass
interface. Testing will continue, using the sandstone samples we received, to find/test/approve the
best material to deal with the two different expansion rates of the glass and rock/concrete in order to
make sure that the structural integrity remains without sacrificing the aesthetic beauty.

2” thick w/surface texture, iridescence
and internal coloring.
This beauty has very nice texture with
variegated iridescence. The internal
coloring should be slightly more
transparent, bubble count good.
Piece has been heated and frozen
repeatedly at an accelerated rate
over many days and weeks, with
no damage whatsoever. This testing
continues, as will testing on the
“grout” adhesives.
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1” thick. Incorporates thicker glass coloring.
Coloring too localized, not wispy enough. Bubbles too regular.
Mold doesn’t hold texture well enough. Devitrified.
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1” thick. Drizzle onto sand mold with iridescence.
Too thin.
Mold held shape nicely. Very, very nice surface texture
with variegated, non-contiguous iridescence and
localized devitrification.
Recipe too regular. Bubble count too regular.
Pot mix may be acceptable with further study, perhaps
in combination with other methods.
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Thickness Testing:

As part of the strength testing, we needed to determine the best thickness of the glass
to give the optimum strength, and allow us to be able to add the necessary inclusions
for decoration and the best overall light refracting capability. Our testing determined
that the optimum thickness of the glass blocks lies within the 2”- 2 1/2” range. This gives
us enough room to impart a rocky texture on the front and create patterns inside the
blocks for the best looking designs. This thickness also affords a greater surface area for
assembly at the block to block interface.

Shown here are samples of the range
of thicknesses. The 2” piece, to the
right, is the best combination, allowing
for degrees and levels of wispy color
thoughout, without becoming too
translucent or opaque. There is room
for a rich texture without interfering
with coloring, iridescence or strength.
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Base Texture and Refraction Testing:
The texture of the exterior of the block is one of the most important details of the sculpture’s
construction. Their appearance during daylight hours depends as much upon this surface
attribute as it does on the light transmission. During the evening hours, the interior inclusions
and impurities introduced into the blocks will take precedence, with the surface features being
secondary but still effective.
Great care has been taken to test multiple ways to achieve the best surface texture that will
blend with the sandstone pillars and also have a
surface that will help to further refract light. We are
exploring methods to develop a type of mold that
would be able to be reused to help keep costs lower
There will be able to be some reuse of the molds
but not at as high a rate as initially anticipated,
mostly due to the significantly differing stone sizes
employed on the bridge and retaining walls. Further
study and development is warranted in this area.
Our final determination is that we can closely match
the sandstone texture with added topology that will
make it sparkle in the sun and glow in the evening.

The blocks above and to the
left show the brilliance of the
iridescence in the sunlight, but still
convey the subtle coloring inside
the crystal. You can see the sunlight
refracting through the surface and
inside the blocks.
The pink piece above shows how
the base texture grabs and reflects
the sunlight. The piece to the right
shows how the texture sparkles
when the light comes though.
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This little gem shows the possibilities when two widely differring colors are used in the
same block. Both the pink and the blue are translucent and together they combine to give a
different look, depending on what part of the day it is and where the light is coming from.
The outer surface is devitrified. A more glossy surface may be desirable.
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Iridescence:

We have also developed a method of applying an
iridescent variegation similar to that perfected by
Louis Comfort Tiffany that will gently ease in and
out across each block’s rock-like surface—some areas
not having any—giving each added twinkle and
a sublte, unique personality. The effect across the
tower sides as these blocks work in concert with each
other will be spectacular in the sunlight.
Shown below are three views of the same
block taken from increasing angles of incidence,
illustrating the dynamic nature of the iridescent
coating as it interacts with the light rays. On other
pages, the blocks seen on this page are also seen in
transmission, where the iridescence is not as visible,
if it is seen at all. Using this attribute, the blocks
change their mood from day to night.
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This triple piece is a test to combine different techniques
into one block The Yellow is there to separate the sections.
Colors this strong would not be used in production
Pink - surface cracking bad but interesting. Devitrified.
Blue - inclusion too localized, too opaque. Devitrified.
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Total Internal Reflection:

As the computer simulations indicated, the principle of Total Internal Reflection
is present in these blocks and is greatest when adjacent sides are at 90° to each
other. The images here and on the front cover show that, even at severe entrance
and viewing angles, Total Internal Reflection is trapping all light entering from
the back at a downward angle and reflecting it off the bottom interior surface.
Likewise, if these blocks were perfectly clear, you would not be able to see
anything beyond the lower surface from this direction. Once a ray enters the glass
and is refracted, its path then falls within the Critical Angle and is completely
reflected off the inside surface, exiting out through the surface opposite from
which it had entered; where it is refracted once more as it re-enters the air.
In the instance of the Red Cloud Crystal Light
Towers, the light will be coming not from above
but from below, so the situation shown here is
inverted. Light rays that are not diffused and/or
refracted out through the sides due to interaction
with the inclusions and impurities infused, will
be reflected back down toward the ground, just
as these are reflected up toward the sky. The play
of light across these lateral interfaces in the glass
will be interesting to behold.

Due to the low angle of incidence of the light
sources, a large portion of the rays will not
immediately enter the glass; instead bouncing
off the back surface and around inside the
tower until either being absorbed or exiting
through another block. This secondary ray
bouncing, some of it facilitated by the white
diffuser under the cap, will tend to even out
the light dispersion within the tower.
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2” thick, deep texture, thin walled inclusion.
Inclusion too opaque, thin wall makes it too
localized.
Surface texture very nice. Crystal sections
around inclusion very nice, bubble count
good. No devitrification.
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Inclusions and Impurities:

Glassmakers strive to free their pieces of bubbles and impurities and to put color only
exactly where it should go. Placing impurities *into* the glass is easy enough but doing it
in a pleasing manner to attain a desired effect is deceptively more difficult than creating
clear forms. Improperly placed bubbles and impurities can lead to weakness and blotchy
looking pieces that are not usable in any final forms. The best method so far has proven
to be a five step process, where we hand blow glass that has the desired percentages
and progressions of chosen colors, veils and clears within. These are then used as
sacrificial material to cast the blocks; incorporating these impurities into the cast piece.
Once this is complete and the block is found to be acceptable after annealing, the double
strengthening process is employed to produce the final form.

With the improved mold texture
and added iridescent technique, this
recipe is the winner so far.
The QuickTime movie shows this
internal structure very well.

2” thick, thick walled cutoff
inclusion, low sand mold.
Texture not applied.
Iridescence localized.
Bubble count excellent, very nice
dimensional internal wispy color.
Mild devitrification acceptable.
Internal reflection/refraction quite
good.
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